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Start your review of Steel Ball Run 1 (Le Bizzarre Avventure di Jojo: Steel Ball Run, #1) People said it was Araki's best work. I'm basing on this volume I'm not sure yet to consider it. But I'm glad he decided to recreate JoJo's universe and create something new for him but still very similar. People said it was Araki's best work. I'm basing on this volume I'm not sure yet to consider it. But I'm glad he decided
to recreate JoJo's universe and create something new for him but still very similar. ... More I love every chapter I read but each brings me closer to a world where I don't have any new JoJo's to experience  I love every chapter I read but each brings me closer to a world where I don't have any new JoJo's to experience ... More ok I'm like a third of the way through and I really thought it was boring as
hell until Johnny got his position now things are getting interesting but I'm still not totally sold. I'm really enjoying it now so there's the 4-star rating I guess. In conclusion, I take a huge L every day of my life. Ok I'm like a third of the way through and I really thought it was boring as hell until Johnny got his position now things are getting interesting but I'm still not totally sold. I'm really enjoying it now so there's
the 4-star rating I guess. In conclusion, I take a huge L every day of my life. ... Another is a rating for the entire series lol. Don't stop at this first value. A paralyzed horse rider and a cowboy from Naples with steel balls embark on a cross-country race for millions of dollars only to find themselves in a scavenger hunt for the scattered body parts of Jesus Christ against the flamboyant president of the United
States States.It doesn't sound like it should make sense, but it does. Discover friendship, family heritage, what it means to be a person, and real power through Fibonacci this is a rating for the entire series H. Don't stop at this first value. A paralyzed horse rider and a cowboy from Naples with steel balls embark on a cross-country race for millions of dollars only to find themselves in a scavenger hunt for the
scattered body parts of Jesus Christ against the flamboyant president of the United States States.It doesn't sound like it should make sense, but it does. Discover friendship, family heritage, what it means to be a human being, and real power through the Fibonacci spiral, espresso cups made of hair, and mouthfuls. I said what I said. It's JoJo's best bow. Another review for the entire MANGAJoJo is an
exhibition of Araki's creativity. It is not restrained by any norms and chooses to be strange at every step. Art is phenomenal. The magic system is crazy. The characters are crazy. There's nothing else like it. The story is really a 19th-century rat race in which competitors compete across America for millions in prize money. He soon evolves beyond that by presenting amazing villains with bizarre
philosophical plans, becoming unpredictable. Definitely review for MANGAJoJo is an exhibition of Araki's creativity. It is not restrained by any norms and chooses to be strange at every step. Art is phenomenal. The magic system is crazy. The characters are crazy. There's nothing else like it. The story is really a 19th-century rat race in which competitors compete across America for millions in prize money.
He soon evolves beyond that by presenting amazing villains with bizarre philosophical plans, becoming unpredictable. Definitely the best part of Jojo. more amazing artwork - the best of all part Jojo. I loved the characters and the overall story, and mostly enjoyed the racing scenes. The way the issue of nationality is handled is so relevant to today, you'd think Araki could see the future. Would almost give it
5 stars, but compared to previous parts of JoJo the solutions to defeating many of the stands (including the main villain) were not done as cleverly as previous parts, making some of the battles a little less exciting... Although only amazing artworks are illuminated - the best of all part jojo. I loved the characters and the overall story, and mostly enjoyed the racing scenes. The way the issue of nationality is
handled is so relevant to today, you'd think Araki could see the future. Would almost give it 5 stars, but compared to previous parts of JoJo the solutions to defeating many of the stands (including the main villain) were not done as cleverly as previous parts, making some of the battles a little less exciting... Just a little bit, though. A must read! ... Another masterpiece. The story is amazing, the development
of the character is interesting, and the story - art is strange. Araki's mindset is very big, very enjoyable SBR, probably the best Jujo series I've ever read. And the funniest, weirdest parts is not knowing that Johnny really enjoys Jiro jokes. Johnny always agreed with that - sometimes taking notes with the poker face  and Giroud is always happy about it. Masterpiece. The story is amazing, the development
of the character is interesting, and the story - art is strange. Araki's mindset is very big, very enjoyable SBR, probably the best Jujo series I've ever read. And the funniest, weirdest parts is not knowing that Johnny really enjoys Jiro jokes. Johnny always agreed with that - sometimes taking notes with the poker face  and Giroud is always happy about it. ... Another jojo love for death. So far my favorite part
besides Part 4. Interesting characters and Johnny is probably my favorite juju besides Joko. I'd give him six out of five if I could. Masterpiece. That's the pinnacle of stories. This amazing work of art has the best amount of characters I've ever read in any entertainment medium. Araki is a god. This audit was hidden because it contains spoilers. To view it, click here. Hey, I was looking for Steele Ball Run's
English manga, but I can only find it in French/Japanese. Did it just not come out yet or did I just not look good enough? Thank you! © 1996-2015, Amazon.com or location of its affiliated item: Japan Shipping To: Worldwide Excludes: APO/FPO, Africa, Middle East, Anguilla, Antigua and Barbuda, Aruba, Bahamas, Barbados, Belize, British Virgin Islands, Cayman Islands, Costa Rica, Dominica, Dominican
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